
ENGL 36408-M The City College of New York Spring 2020 

Science Fiction and Fantasy in American Literature  

 
Instructor: Alec Magnet 

Tuesdays & Thursdays, 11 a.m. – 12:15 p.m. 
NAC 7/306 

 
Office: NAC 6/216A Office hours: TuTh 12:30-1:30 p.m. 
amagnet@ccny.cuny.edu  and by appointment 
 
Course Description: Science fiction and fantasy writers use fantastic, non-realistic 
storytelling to focus attention on particular issues by removing them from their usual 
contexts. In this course, we will examine how American writers of novels, stories, 
poems, and comics in these genres: (1) explore human relationships and psychology, 
(2) comment on social and political issues, and (3) engage in a literary conversation 
with other writing in their genre. As in any literature seminar, you will improve your skills 
in close reading and literary analysis over this semester. This course, however, also 
seeks to develop your capacities for the sort of speculative thinking and critical 
imagination that we will encounter in the texts we read. The reading list will focus more 
on recent and unconventional authors than on the standard list of classics. Stories in 
these genres tend to be long, often stretching out over multiple volumes. Semesters are 
short, however, and so we will end up reading only the first books of several series. 
Because we do our best thinking about literature by writing about it, you will write and 
revise three formal assignments for this course, along with a number of informal 
responses. Other requirements include careful, patient reading of challenging texts, as 
well as regular attendance and participation in class discussions. 
 
Learning Outcomes: By the end of this semester, you will learn to: 

• Perform a close reading of a literary text by: 
o selecting passages of particular importance, 
o observing details and patterns of evidence, 
o brainstorming, mapping, and organizing your evidence and ideas, 
o and arranging those ideas into well-composed essays, 

• Use both class discussion and written analysis to generate, refine, and explain 
your ideas about literary texts (each in their different ways), and 

• Think critically and imaginatively about the questions and problems that SFF 
texts confront us with. 
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Course Blackboard Site and Readings: I will post most readings on Blackboard. It’s 
up to you to find them and bring a copy to class the day each one is due. If you miss a 
class, it is your responsibility to download the reading. 
You may print the reading out or load it up on a tablet or computer; that’s your choice. If 
you read on a device, however, please be sure to save a copy to your device before 
class. You can’t depend on the wifi to load the reading at the start of class.  
There are three books to buy, which are available through the online bookstore 
(ccny.textbookx.com/institutional/index.php?action=browse#books/2251445/):  

• Butler, Octavia. Dawn. ISBN: 9780446603775 
• Jemisin, N. K. The Fifth Season. ISBN: 9780316229296 
• Liu, Marjorie. Monstress, volume one. ISBN: 9781632157096 

 
Assignments: There will be three major writing assignments for this course. One will 
be a formal paper, at least 1,200 words long, that presents an analytic argument about 
an idea you encounter in one of the texts. The due dates for this assignment will be 
staggered throughout the semester, with three students handing in their papers at a 
time. I will post a sign-up sheet online after the first week of the course.  
Your second main assignment will be creative—a short story, performance, object, 
website, whatever you can think of. You will pair that with a companion paper, at least 
900 words long, analyzing how your work engages the themes of the course and 
reflecting on your process for creating it. You may collaborate on the creative portion of 
this assignment, but you have to write your own companion paper. Before spring break, 
you will present your creative project to the class.  
Your final project will be a letter, at least 1,000 words long, reflecting on the 
development of your thinking about one particular topic or question over the course of 
this semester. You can address your letter to whomever you want. 
You will also take occasional reading quizzes at the start of some classes. I will not 
announce in advance when these quizzes will occur. If you miss a quiz, you will get a 0 
on it. I will, however, drop your lowest score at the end of the semester.  
 
Grading: (Subject to revision over the semester)  
 
Literary Analysis & Speculative 
Thinking Paper 25% 

Creative Project & Presentation 25% 
Final Reflection Letter 25% 
Quizzes, Intro Email, & Sundries  10% 
In-Class Participation 15% 

 
Attendance and Participation are crucial for your grade. In-class discussions, writing, 
and workshops are some of the most effective tools to develop your ability to analyze 
and write about literature. That said, you may miss three sessions without penalty. 
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These are not holidays. They are for your hospital/job interview/saving the world type 
emergencies. You’re on the honor system! After that, each absence will lower your 
participation grade by 15%.  
You will be marked as late if you arrive after I have called role. If you come in late, it’s 
your responsibility to make sure I mark you down at all—check with me after class. 
Three late arrivals count as an absence. Coming to class three times without a copy of 
the reading counts as an absence, too. Load up a copy of the reading before class 
starts!  
 
Conduct: This course deals with some contentious subject matter, including racism, 
sexism, violence, and sex, both straight and queer. If you cannot discuss these topics 
with maturity and respect, then this is not the right class for you to be in. Recordings of 
this class may only be made for personal use and only with the consent of the 
instructor.  
 

 
 
Plagiarism: Plagiarism is the unacknowledged use of anybody else’s words or ideas, 
whether on purpose or by accident. Any paper with your name on it signifies that you 
are the author. That means that all the wording, ideas, and information in it are yours 
unless you indicate otherwise with quotation marks and citations. Evidence of 
plagiarism will result in a failing grade for the assignment, an F in the course, a report 
filed with the college, or disciplinary action. Really. Plagiarizing is dumb. And not 
knowing what plagiarism is doesn’t mean you’re not doing it. We will be going over the 
rules. It’s up to you to learn and follow them. Here is CCNY’s policy on academic 
integrity: www1.ccny.cuny.edu/current/upload/Academic-Integrity-Policy.pdf. 
 
The Writing Center, on the downtown and/or East side of that plaza between NAC and 
Amsterdam (see the map on the next page), provides free one-on-one tutoring. Visit 
www.ccny.cuny.edu/writing to make an appointment. If you are given a referral to the 
Writing Center, you must go for tutoring on the issues mentioned. 
 
Students with Disabilities: I strive to make my classrooms as accessible and 
welcoming to all participants as possible. If you have a disability and need 
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accommodations, please contact the AccessAbility Center 
(NAC 1/218, sds@ccny.cuny.edu, 212-650-5913).  
 
Sexual Violence and Harassment: Violence and 
harassment based on sex and gender are civil rights 
offenses. They create spaces in which people feel 
unwelcome or unsafe because of their gender or sexual 
identity. We don’t want CCNY to be like that. If you or 
someone you know has been harassed or assaulted, you 
can find help and information on this website: 
www1.cuny.edu/sites/title-ix/campus/the-city-college/. At 
CCNY, you should contact the Title IX coordinator, Diana 
Cuozzo, at (212) 650-7330 or dcuozzo@ccny.cuny.edu.  
 
Immigration and Citizenship Resources: The CUNY CLEAR project provides free 
services to address the unmet legal needs of Muslim, Arab, South Asian, and other 
communities in the New York City area that are particularly affected by national security 
and counter-terrorism policies and practices. They can do workshops at your local 
masjid, too. Contact: cunyclear@mail.law.cuny.edu or (718) 340-4558. 
CUNY Citizenship Now! provides free, confidential immigration law services to help on 
the path to U.S. citizenship. Their attorneys and paralegals offer one-on-one 
consultations to assess participants’ eligibility for legal benefits and assist them in 
applying when qualified: www1.cuny.edu/sites/citizenship-now/. 

Schedule of Readings and Assignments  
This schedule may change. I will announce any changes in class and on Blackboard. 

Tue, Jan 28 Intro class: Syllabus & Matthew Bailey, “The Eye Eaters” 
 Intro email due to amagnet@ccny.cuny.edu by 11:59 p.m. 

Thu, Jan 30 Ken Liu, “An Advanced Readers’ Picture Book of Comparative 
Cognition” 

 Genre definitions from the SFE & the Cambridge Companion 
 Literary analysis paper signup sheet available on Blackboard at 5pm 

Tue, Feb 4 Karen Russell, “St. Lucy's School for Girls Raised by Wolves” 
 Ken Liu, “The Paper Menagerie” 

Thu, Feb 6 Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah, “The Era” 
 ---, “Through the Flash” 

Tue, Feb 11 Ramez Naam, “Water” 
 Black Mirror, series 3, episode one: “Nosedive” 

Thu, Feb 13 Ursula K. Le Guin, “Coming of Age in Karhide”  
  ---, “Mountain Ways” 
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Sun, Feb 16 Last day to withdraw without getting a W 

Tue, Feb 18 Samuel R. Delany, “Aye, And Gomorrah”  
 K. M. Szpara, “Small Changes over Long Periods of Time” 
 micha cárdenas, Redshift and Portalmetal  

Thu, Feb 20 Catherynne M. Valente, “What the Dragon Said: A Love Story” 
 Amal El-Mohtar, “Season of Glass and Iron” 

Tue, Feb 25 The Last Angel of History, directed by John Akomfrah, 1996  
 Missy Elliot, The Rain (Supa Dupa Fly), video directed by Hype Williams 

(2009)  
 Beyoncé, Run the World (Girls), video directed by Francis Lawrence 

(2011)  
 Janelle Monáe, Django Jane, video directed by Andrew Donoho and 

Chuck Lightning (2018):  
 Deltron 3030, “3030” (2000), Live on KEXP (2013) (0:09-8:25):.  
 Take a moment to glance through the Afrofuturism tag at Artsy.net:  
 Recommend but not required: at least the first 20 mins of Sun Ra’s 

Space Is the Place (1972)  

Thu, Feb 27 Sabrina Vourvoulias, “Sin Embargo”  
 ---, “Toward a New Lexicon of Augury” 

Tue, Mar 3 Marjorie Liu, Monstress, vol 1, Ch. 1 & 2 (pp. 4-95) 

Thu, Mar 5 Marjorie Liu, Monstress, vol 1, Ch. 3 - end (pp. 96-202) 

Tue, Mar 10 Proposal for the Creative Project due at the start of class 
 Sunny Moraine, “A Heap of Broken Images” 
 Indrapramit Das, “The Moon Is Not a Battlefield” 

Thu, Mar 12 Catherynne M. Valente, “Aquaman and Duality of Self/Other, American, 
1985” 

 ---, “A Great Clerk of Necromancy” 

Tue, Mar 17 N. K. Jemisin, The Fifth Season, Prologue - Ch. 4 (pp. 1-76) 

Thu, Mar 19 N. K. Jemisin, The Fifth Season, Ch. 5 - 8 (pp. 77-149) 

Tue, Mar 24 Creative Project presentations, part 1  
 N. K. Jemisin, The Fifth Season, Interlude - Ch. 11 (pp. 150-211) 

Thu, Mar 26 Creative Project presentations, part 2 
 N. K. Jemisin, The Fifth Season, Ch. 13 - 16 (pp. 212-296) 

Tue, Mar 31 Creative Project presentations, part 3 
 N. K. Jemisin, The Fifth Season, Ch. 17 - 19 (pp. 297-360) 
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Wed, Apr 1 Last day to withdraw at all, even with a W 
 If you have an INC from last semester, get the missing work in ASAP! 

Thu, Apr 2 Creative Project presentations, part 4 
 N. K. Jemisin, The Fifth Season, Interlude - end (pp. 361-449) 

Tue, Apr 7 NO CLASS (classes follow a Wednesday schedule)  

Wed, Apr 8 Last day to register to vote in the New York State primary election 

Thu, Apr 9 NO CLASS (Spring break, woooo) 

Fri, Apr 10 INCs from last semester become FINs if you haven’t handed in the 
missing work  

Tue, Apr 14  NO CLASS (Spring break, woooo) 

Thu, Apr 16  NO CLASS (Spring break, woooo) 

Tue, Apr 21 David Bowie, The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from 
Mars (album) 

 Velvet Goldmine, directed by Todd Haynes (film) 
 Readings by Sasha Geffen, Alfred Soto, Jason Heller, Caroline Siede, 

and Cammila Collar (also recommended: Greg Tate) 

Thu, Apr 23 Octavia Butler, Dawn, Ch. I, §1 - Ch II, §9 (pp. 1-73) 

Tue, Apr 28 Creative Project presentations, part 5 
 Octavia Butler, Dawn, Ch II, §10 - Ch. III, §9 (pp. 73-122) 

Thu, Apr 30 Creative Project presentations, part 6 
 Octavia Butler, Dawn, Ch II, §10 - end (pp. 122-179) 

Tue, May 5 George R. R. Martin, “A Song for Lya,” pp. 1-23 

Thu, May 7 Creative Project presentations, part 7 
 George R. R. Martin, “A Song for Lya,” pp. 23-48 

Tue, May 12 In-class writing exercise  

Thu, May 14 Margaret Atwood, “Pretend Blood” 
 Selections on Fictionkin  

Tue, May 19 Final reflection letter due via Blackboard by 
11:59 p.m.  
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